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 [1]
Apartments, offices, retirement villages and marinas may need to list as participants in the Utilities Disputes
scheme under new legislation.

Utilities Disputes commissioner Nanette Moreau says the Energy Innovation (Electric Vehicles and Other
Matters) Amendment Act, in force since the start of the month, may open access to the scheme for many
more consumers who have their energy supplied through property managers. 

“There is estimated to be over 100,000 consumers who don’t have access to our scheme right now,” Moreau
told Energy News.

“What we don’t know is how that will translate into numbers of potential providers – we’ve heard some fairly
big numbers thrown around.”

The changes implemented on July 1 means that the Electricity Industry Participation Code now applies to
secondary networks. The omnibus amendment also dealt with the Government’s incentives for electric
vehicles and changes to the funding for the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority.

Moreau says the service, which rebranded from the Electricity and Gas Complaints Commissioner in
November, is currently working to identify providers which need to join.

Case load
The scheme’s case-load continued to fall in the year to March 31 from two years earlier when Contact
Energy's new billing system saw a record number of complaints in 2014. That busy period was exacerbated
by the outages caused in Auckland by the Penrose substation fire in October that year.

The scheme reported [2]2,103 complaints in the 12 months to the end of March. That was down from 2,938
in the previous period and 3,655 in the 2014-15 year. That included 225 deadlocked cases in the most recent
year, 348 the 2015-16 period and 497 in the 2014-15 year.

Moreau notes that in 2015 Contact accounted for 63.5 per cent of all retail complaints dealt with by the
scheme. That had fallen to about 15.5 per cent for the most recent 12-month period.

“It certainly is a very different picture from the time when they were making the changes,” she says. “It is a
very substantial improvement.”

Moreau says it is difficult to predict Utilities Disputes’ annual workload as it is dependent on what happens
with providers each year. The board does contact businesses to see if they are planning major changes
which could affect the scheme’s workload.
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Issue trends
Billing last year accounted for nearly half of the complaints. Customer service issues were the second
biggest issue at 16.5 per cent of cases. Moreau says service-issues can “swing” depending on whether
retailers are under taking major changes and people are having difficulties getting through to them.

Disconnections – this year at 7.7 per cent of complaints handled - is also usually among the top five issues.
Metering accounted for 6.2 per cent of complaints. Moreau says that category has “fluctuated” between 5 per
cent and 10 per cent depending on whether there is a push to roll-out smart meters underway.

“When there’s a big push on we tend to get more complaints with people who either don’t want a smart meter
– perhaps for privacy or health reasons - or there is some access difficulty or communication difficulty.” 

Trustpower was the retailer with the most deadlocked disputes during the past year. It had 32 during the 12-
month period, followed by Meridian Energy and Contact with 24 and 23 complaints respectively. 

Vector, the country's largest electricity network - had the most deadlocked distribution complaints - 31 during
the year to March 31. That was followed by Powerco's 11 deadlocked cases. The Lines Company - which
regularly ranks among the most complained about companies due to its capacity-based pricing and direct
customer billing - registered 10 deadlocked issues over the period. 

Costs, scope
The disputes organisation spent $3.69 million in the period, just over $3.6 million of which was funded from
levies. That spend is up from $3.03 million two years ago.

The scheme is currently looking at how it can raise its public profile. A UMR survey conducted following its
name-change showed just 4 per cent of respondents had “unprompted awareness” of its former EGCC
brand. That fell to 2 per cent for the Utilities Disputes name. The organisation aims for 20 per cent of
respondents to have heard of it.

Moreau says getting the message out is challenging when the organisation has no marketing budget. But it is
strengthening relationships with the likes of the Citizens’ Advice Bureau and Community Law Association to
ensure that people needing the scheme are more likely to hear about it.

Electricity Retailers’ Association of New Zealand chief executive Jenny Cameron says the industry already
includes information about the scheme on customer bills. But she notes most people rarely think about their
energy retailers and expect they probably spend “even less” time considering who they complain to, if there
was ever an issue.

Retailers are responding to Utilities Disputes’ requests that they resolve more complaints internally, with
processes “improving year-on-year”.

ERANZ is facilitating a small group of retailers to work with the scheme on a review of how that requirement
is working. That is “timely” given the increasing use of online billing and apps, Cameron says.
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